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Descriptive Summary

Title: Bennett L. Janken collection of Bay Area Committee Against the Briggs Initiative records

Dates: 1978

Collection Number: 2013-15

Creator/Collector:

Extent: 1 folder

Repository: GLBT Historical Society
San Francisco, California 94103

Abstract: This collection consists of the speakers' handbook Bennett L. Janken wrote in 1978 when he was active with the Bay Area Committee Against the Briggs Initiative (BACABI). The manual was used statewide by all speakers. There are also supplemental materials and correspondence germane to BACABI, as well as some of Janken’s notes.

Language of Material: English

Access
Collection is open for research.

Preferred Citation
Bennett L. Janken collection of Bay Area Committee Against the Briggs Initiative records. GLBT Historical Society

Acquisition Information
Gift of Bennett L. Janken on July 22, 2013.

Scope and Content of Collection
This collection consists of the speakers’ handbook Bennett L. Janken wrote in 1978 when he was active with the Bay Area Committee Against the Briggs Initiative (BACABI). The manual was used statewide by all speakers. There are also supplemental materials and correspondence germane to BACABI, as well as some of Janken’s notes.
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